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Options:
a) Delete the agent enrollment keys
b) Restart the instance
c) Remove the instance token
d) Re-deploy the instance

Q1. What is required to successfully complete a Cloud Workload Protection agent
installation?



Answer:
b) Restart the instance



Options:
a) The sandbox policy rules supersede the global policy rules
b) Given contradicting policy rules, allow is the default behavior
c) The global policy rules supersede the sandbox policy rules
d) The global denial will apply only if there are no contradicting sandbox-specific rules

Q2. A network rule for the DNS service that is specified under the Windows OS and
Modules sandbox allows inbound connections from all IP addresses on the DNS
port. This connection is denied in the Global policy. Why does an inbound IP
connection reach the protected instance?



Answer:
d) The global denial will apply only if there are no
contradicting sandbox-specific rules



Options:
a) Threat Widget
b) Exposed Instance Events page
c) Threat Exposure Dashboard
d) Admin Notifications

Q3. Where can an administrator quickly see a count of software services and
platforms that are exposed to any potential threats?



Answer:
c) Threat Exposure Dashboard
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